Brief

Collaborate with confidence
HP Flow CM

Transform the way you access,
manage, and share files
• Streamline workflows and collaborate more
productively with convenient sharing and
notification tools.
• Connect to your business information from
wherever you work.
• Find what you’re looking for with precision and
speed.
• Make paper and digital files more accessible with
cloud-based document management—without
sacrificing IT control.
• Safeguard important business data.
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Requires an Internet connection.
Supports Internet-capable mobile
devices running an iOS or Android
app or scaled experience from the
browser with separately purchased
wireless Internet service. Separately
purchased data plans or usage fees
may apply. Connection speeds may
vary. HP Flow CM is available in the
United States and Canada only,
through select HP partners.
Supported web browsers include
Microsoft® Internet Explorer 8, 9 and
10, Google Chrome™, Firefox, and
Safari.
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Drag and drop with IE10, Google
Chrome™, and Firefox.

Quick access to the
information that powers
your business
Are you tired of email attachments filling up
your inbox? Or worried about posting sensitive
business documents on public sites? Is it
difficult to stay in sync with your colleagues and
quickly find the latest versions of your files?
Now, there’s a better way to collaborate, share
files, and access your business information,
with HP Flow CM. This powerful collaboration
software provides a central file system in the
cloud, so the content you need is always only a
few clicks away. Work with others where and
when you want, using your smartphone, tablet,
notebook, or desktop computer.1

Seamless connectivity
Create personal folders and set sharing
permissions for a simpler way to share large
files. For external partners, you can publish a
direct link to a file, without granting access to
your folders. Track all document exchanges
with colleagues, receive email notices when
files are revised, and easily control versions.
Automatic synchronization between your PCs
and HP Flow CM helps keep everyone aligned.

It’s easy to move documents into the system.
Simply upload files or drag and drop from your
desktop.2 Or scan paper documents directly to
the cloud, with support for both HP and
non-HP MFPs and scanners. You can also
capture documents using the camera on your
mobile device with the HP Flow CM app. This
app includes HP PageLift—a unique, patentprotected HP technology that automatically
detects edges, straightens, crops, and sharpens
the image. Industry-leading optical character
recognition (OCR) lets you search across all the
text in scanned or captured documents.
Always have access to the latest files, even on
the go, using your favorite mobile device. Pull
and print documents from shared folders in the
cloud right from your HP MFP’s control panel.

Pinpoint accuracy
Quickly locate the exact information you need
with full-text searches of more than 1,000 file
types across your content library. Search for file
names, folders, tags, or terms in your
documents. You can even refine your searches
with Boolean operators to intentionally include,
exclude, or group targeted keywords. Rely on
HP IDOL to search and retrieve content in many
major languages, and avoid sifting through
irrelevant query results.
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HP Flow CM is the smart way to collaborate—keeping your feet on the ground, while your
information stays safe in the cloud
Collaborate
more effectively

Provide anytime,
anywhere access

Find files quickly
and easily

• Perform full-text searches
• Publish a link for anyone to • Stay connected on the go
of more than 1,000 file
with mobile apps for iOS and
view and download the most
types, including mobile
Android, available from your
recent version of a file, even
uploaded content.
app store.
those outside your
company.
• Increase search
• Capture clean, searchable
performance with built-in
documents with your mobile
• Share a file or folder with
OCR that covers the full
device’s camera with
any other HP Flow CM user.
document, from the first
HP PageLift.
• Maintain version control with
page to the last.
• Synchronize files and folders
unlimited number of
versions.
• View an audit trail for
complete document history.
• Receive email notifications
for file and folder changes.
• Insert document comments
for extended collaboration.

between PCs and HP Flow
CM.
• Upload or print documents
from an HP MFP control
panel app or use the
Scan2Cloud app to scan to
the cloud with both HP and
non-HP MFPs and scanners.

Empower users
without
sacrificing IT
control

Safeguard your
important
information

• Manage user and sharing
permissions.

• Help keep your confidential
information from falling into
the wrong hands with
• Set up user accounts fast
industry-leading tools to
and efficiently manage user
control and monitor the use
identities with Active
of data stored in the cloud.
Directory.
• Maintain a defensible audit
trail of user access and all
changes made to files.

• Safeguard data in transit and
at rest with AES 256-bit
encryption.

• Narrow search results using
multi-word and Boolean
operators.

• Maintain control of your data • Count on highly protected
data centers that meet ISO,
even when employees leave
SSAE16, SOC1 and SOC2
your company by moving
standards.
files from one user to
• Get intelligent search results
another.
with HP IDOL technology,
• Prevent unauthorized access
which understands the
with enterprise-level
• Get the features you need
meaning of terms.
password protection.
and pay as you go with
monthly subscriptions.

Do more together
HP Flow CM can transform the way you access, manage, and share files, so you can be more productive—and more collaborative—than ever. You can
benefit from industry-leading cloud storage without the costly commitment of new hardware, software, or IT staff. This solution is easy to deploy,
maintain, and scale as your business needs change. You can enjoy peace of mind, knowing your data is encrypted and stored in highly protected
HP data centers. Best of all, this end-to-end content management solution is backed by HP, and our strong commitment to reliability and IT support.

Using HP PageLift on your mobile device with the HP Flow CM app

1. HP PageLift a New
Document

Learn more
hp.com/go/flowcm

2. Position the document
and take a photo

3. Automatically detect
edges, straighten, crop,
and sharpen

Share with colleagues

4. Upload to HP Flow CM

Rate this document
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5. You now have a clean,
searchable document

